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YQR helping keep STARS in our community and the skies again! 

  

ABOUT YQR  |  Regina International Airport (YQR) is operated by Regina Airport Authority Inc., a federally registered, not-for-profit corporation, with a 60-
year lease to operate YQR on behalf of the community and stakeholders. YQR provides convenient global access through our air carrier partners within 
Canada, the United States and International Sun Destinations. For more details on YQR, where we fly and real time flight information visit YQR.CA. 

 

 
YQR connects people to our community and demonstrates our commitment through principal events 
like the annual YQR Charity Golf Tournament held Friday, August 21, 2015. The event held at Hillcrest 
Golf Course in Moose Jaw raised $3,885 through raffle and live auction with Regina Airport Authority 
matching these proceeds for a total donation of $7,770 to STARS, the Regina Airport Authority 
employee selected charity of choice for the second year in a row. 
 
“We appreciate the support of our YQR family, airport partners and stakeholders for making this annual 
event a continued success,” said Dick Graham, President and CEO, Regina Airport Authority. “The 
Regina International Airport takes great comfort knowing that critical emergency air response is close at 
hand to those in need as a result of STARS and the great work they do across southern 
Saskatchewan.” 

“Critically ill and injured patients across Saskatchewan depend on STARS to get them access to 

advanced medical care, be it from the side of the road or a rural hospital,” said Trevor Mitchell, Base 

Director for STARS in Regina. “STARS strives to provide the best in patient care, and this is possible 

only through the support and generosity of partners like Regina Airport Authority. Thank you for helping 

keep STARS in the sky.” 

 

 
 

To find out more about STARS and their importance in our community visit www.stars.ca or for more 
information on Regina International Airport visit yqr.ca.  
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For more information please contact: 
DICK GRAHAM | President and CEO   KARI DEAN | Director of Communications 
P: 306.761.7557 I E: RGRAHAM@YQR.CA P: 306.761.7497 I E: KDEAN@YQR.CA 

Dick Graham, President and CEO, Regina 
Airport Authority presents a cheque for 
$7,770 to Vanessa Headford, Major Gifts 
Manager, STARS 
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